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and explanations which could provide him with a subjective
security over against the object. I have seen an introverted
child who made her first efforts to walk, only after she had
learnt the names of all the things in the room with which
she might come in contact. Thus very early in an introverted
child the characteristic defensive attitude can be noted which
the adult introvert shows towards the object; just as,
in the case of the extraverted child, one can very early observe
a marked assurance and enterprise, and a happy trustful-
ness in his relationsr with objects. This then is the basic
characteristic of the extraverted attitude: the psychic life
is as it were displayed outside the individual in objects and
in relationships to objects. In especially marked cases there
occurs a sort of blindness for his own individuality. The
introvert, on the contrary, always behaves towards the object
as though the latter possessed a superior power over him,
against which he had to defend himself. But his real world
is the inner one, his subject.
It is a sad, but none the less frequent occurrence that the
tjyo types are inclined to depreciate each other. This will
certainly strike anyone who investigates the problem. It
depends upon the fact that the. psychic values have a com-
pletely opposite disposition in the two types. The introvert
sees all that holds value for him in the subject, while the
extravert sees it in the object. ' But this dependence upon
the object appears to the introvert as a great inferiority,
while to the extravert the inferior condition lies in an un-
mitigated subjectivity. He can see nothing in such an
attitude but infantile auto-erotism.
It is not surprising, then, that the two types are often in
conflict. But this fact does not, in the majority of cases,
prevent a man from marrying a woman of the opposite
type. Such marriages are very valuable as psychological
symbioses, so long as the partners do not attempt a mutual
psychological' understanding. But such a phase belongs
to the normal development of every marriage in which the

